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Forced convection boiling is the process used widely in a lot of industry
branches including NPP. Heat transfer intensity under forced convection boiling
is considered in different way in dependence on conditions. One of main
problems for the process considered is an influence of interaction between
forced flow and boiling on heat transfer character. For saturated water case a
transition from "pure" forced convection to nucleate boiling can be realized in
smooth form. Such the form is postulated for example in well-known correlation
by Chen [1]. At high velocities and subcoolings such transition is realized in
sharp form. After some wall superheat achievement q (Tw) curve (q - heat
flux density, Tw - wall temperature) change its slope practically at once (see
fig. 1,2).
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Figure 1. Yin [2] data for tube boiling heat transfer at p = 3.5 MPa
; 12500 kg m"2s"1 respectively
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It's important to note, that , as most part of experiments have shown, "boiling
part" of the curves can be regarded as known pool boiling curves extension
because it isn't dependent directly on subcooling and mass velocity within of
these curves accuracy. But such statements are invalid for extremely high
conditions data, which will be considered below.
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Figure 2. Del Valle & Kenning data [3]; 1,2,3 - w = 0,7, 1,7, 2,0 m/s

Therewith the best result are achieved when linear boiling curve approximation
use in the form

q = A(ATWS) - B (1) ,

where ATWS= Tw - TS ,TS - saturation temperature, A, B - coefficients.

This form was originally proposed by Adiutori [4] and than realized for
practical interesting pressure range of water by Gotovsky et al [5] and
Ivashkevitch at al [6]. It's illustrated by fig.3 taken from paper of Gotovsky [7],
where the traditional power correlation for boiling curve (2) is presented
together with correlation (1). Correlation (2) is taken from paper of Borishanskiy
et al [8] and is

q = A(ATws)3.3
(2),

Some modifications of such correlation are widely used in calculation practice.
As one can see, curve (2) departs sharply from experimental data.

Comparison of various high subcooled water boiling data in wide pressure range
was made by Gotovsky [7] and Gotovsky & Zeigarnik [10]. A part of their results is
presented in fig.4 and one can see that general picture is quite different from
conventional.
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Figure 3. Comparison of test data for 6 = 3.5 MPa with correlations (1), (2)
eq. (1); eq. (2); test data «Aladiev [9]; --{Yin [2]

Firstly, average slope of q ^Tw s ) curves don't increase noticeable with pressure
growth and rather a tendency of its decrease take place. And generally
pressure influence appears to be weak enough.
Secondly, it's very interesting and may be even unexpectedly that surface
temperature Tw along this part of the curve may be more than attainable
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Figure 4. Boiling curves for wide range of ATWS and 5. Pressure ( MPa) is
shown close to each curve. • points of Tw = Tas achievement.
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superheat temperature Tas without any change of the curve character. Such
points are shown in fig.4 for p = 6.9, 8.6 and 10 MPa. It can be assumed that
this curve extension for more q and ATWS must be transformed into film
boiling curve but without unstable negative sloped part. Especially clear this
effect manifested itself in experiments with lateral heating which will be
referred below. So one can say on the base of these results that some
convergence between nucleate and film boiling takes place under conditions
considered.

This statement is confirmed by a number of flow boiling heat transfer studies. All
the data presented above show, that the processes provided a great intensity
of boiling heat transfer take place in very thin wall layer. The structure, forming
in this layer is mainly self-controlled and independent on the conditions in
outer flow The latter only determines the range of existence of such self-
controlled structure increasing it with mass velocity and subcooling growth. The
boiling process exists in these conditions at practically zero wall vapor quality.

Further expansion of thermal and hydrodynamic parameter range brings to
new results which point to more complicated character of the problem. As it
was mentioned above, some experimental data was shown the statement about
unique character of boiling curve extension, appears to be invalid for
extremely high mass velocities in association with high subcoolings.

Such the fact isn't so unexpected in principle, because it's obviously that
heat transfer intensity can increase with mass velocity growth up to the values
more essentially, than boiling ones. But a concrete form of realization heat
transfer process in such conditions is of great interest. For to illustrate this
effect let consider some experimental data of Ornatskiy & Kichigin [11] and
Omatskiy [12], presented in fig.5 .

Each curve presented off forced convectional temperature curve when some
value of temperature difference (^Tws) have achieved. The picture is resemble
outward previous fig.2 but in fact there is fundamental difference between them.
Boiling curves in fig.2 can be regarded as parts of general boiling curve as it
was demonstrated convincingly enough in fig. 3. But for extremely intensive
heat transfer case as one can see in fig.5 substantially more heat flux
densities are removed from heated surface at the same values of temperature
difference AOWS . Heat flux increase brings to some new heat transfer regime
which is no traditional convection because it initiates after sharp temperature
curve change and no traditional boiling because of reasons mentioned above. It
may be crisis one (at small pressures) or non-crisis (at high pressures).
Experimental data are presented in fig. 6 in q - A 6 W S form together with
intensive boiling curves. In fig.6 boiling curves end because of crisis occurrence.
Most part of data is of Ornatsky [12] but two curves are of Mudavar & Bowers
[13]. The like data were obtained by Fukuyama & Hirata [14] for R-113 (fig. 7).
In this case crisis isn't occurred and q(Tw) curves only change its slope. The
same results for high water pressure (-20 MPa) were obtained by Ornatsky [12].
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Figure 5. Data of [11, 12] for high mass velocities (tube 2 mm diameter).
G = 30 103 kg/m2s. Last point of each curve related with CHF. P = 1 MPa - ;O
2.5 MPa - • ; 5 MPa - q 7,5 MPa -. WRef.[15] data for thin wires •

So a new term is needed to separate two groups of boiling curves in fig.5-7.
It may be proposed to name an area of boiling regimes for not extremely
high heat flux density as traditional or true boiling area (TBA). This term is
chosen because these curves may be regarded as extensions of conventional
boiling curves. Namely in such manner this data are distinguished in fig. 5-7.
For extremely heat transfer area where heat flux densities are achieved
substantially exceeded true boiling ones a term "quasi-boiling" is proposed.
And an area of these curves situation is named quasi-boiling area (QBA). The
difference between these two groups is seen clear enough from fig 5-7. It is
interesting to mark for example that in fig.3 we have a good agreement
between the data, obtained for closely related conditions while in fig.6 for the
data at the same pressure 1MPa and mass flow 3 104 kg/m2s in GBA area we
have quite different curves.
Such the situation confirms well-known fact of great scatter of all boiling
experimental data. Good example of such scatter give the data for atmospheric
pressure of Del Valle & Kenning [3] and Celata [24], which are shifted by 20-30 K
along ATWS axis and q differ 2-3 times at the same ATWS. These data are
interesting mainly because of flow structure investigations.
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Figure 6. Comparison between Ornatsky [12] and Mudavar, Bowers [13]
data for high velocities and subcoolings with "true" boiling curves.

conventional boundary of TBA (pressures MPa for separate
curves are shown close to each curve)

In some sense unexpectedly in the framework of such analysis it became
possible to generalize together with flow boiling data results for water boiling
on thin wires (2-10 mem) obtained by Afanasiev , Zhukov, Echmaev [15,16]. The
data were obtained for atmospheric pressure pool boiling but with original
system of thermal stabilization. As a result it became possible to obtain
boiling curves for wide range of Tw change. It was shown that data points
for different wire diameters fall on the unique line, which end with crisis
point. The last depends on the wire diameter already. Afanasiev et al [15,16]
had two types of results in dependence on whether thermal stabilization used
or no. They has named it "non-stable" and "stable" boiling. Let pay attention
that there are two curves for thin wires. They corresponds to two types of
boiling which were introduced here.
So there is some analogy between electronic stabilization system effect and
extremely high mass velocity flow action.
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Figure 7. Fukuyama & Hirata data [14]for R-113
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D, MPa
2,17
1,92
1,66
1,37

G, kg/(m2s)104

3,41
3,20
3,07
2,83

Some notifications can be made concerning a correlation between the data in
TBA and QBA. In the first zone test data for channels of diameter 6-10 mm
are mainly treated whereas in the second zone - mainly test data for 2-3
mm diameter or even less (for example last data of Mudavar & Bowers [13]
were obtained for 0.9 mm diameter tube). Because of that one can say that
the correlation isn't fully quantitative character. But on the other hand a
diameter influence on boiling curves can't be too high. This fact will be
illustrated below by comparison of boiling curves for thin wires with tube
boiling data where good enough agreement is observed.

Let dwell now on two more groups of experimental data which appear to
use for analysis. Its usage gives a possibility to make more clear rather
complex pattern showed above.

The first is just mentioned experimental data, obtained during study water
pool boiling on thin wires at atmospheric pressure by Afanasiev, Zhukov,
Echmaev {15,16]. A part of this data is shown in fig.8. In this work the
heaters of platinum wire 20, 50 and 100 mem were used. Due to original
thermal stabilization system developed by authors it became possible to obtain
boiling curves q (Tw) in the range of Tw substantially more wide than usually.
It was shown in ref. [15,16], that in the boiling region test points obtained on
wires of different diameters fall on the single curve which ends with crisis
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point. The last one depends already on the wire diameter. Le pay attention
that experimental points situation shows a good qualitative agreement with
the data of Ornatsky & Kichigin [11] and Ornatskiy [12], which were discussed
above, h connection with their own results Afanasiev et al [15, 16] were
talking about two types of subcooled boiling - for moderate and for
extremely high heat fluxes. They have named it "unstable boiling" and "stable
boiling".
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Figure 8. General picture of boiling data for high subcoolings
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Fig.8. is used for correlation analysis between various data where mentioned
two type of boiling were observed. It's obviously that realization of qualitative
another boiling type for a tube flow takes place because of extremely high
convective heat transfer intensity at very high velocities of forced convection
which change as though stabilization system used for wire heaters.

Second data group, presented in fig.8 related with unilateral heating of tube
with highly heat conductive copper or copper alloy walls. The first part of it
( 4 points) was obtained in a test facility which was detailed described by
Belenky at al [17, 18], the second part was obtained by Lekakh et al [19] and
the third part with most body of data for p=1 .3MPa and wide mass velocity
and heat flux range was recently published by Komov et al [20]. In the first
and second cases joule heating was used but for the third - electron beam. It
is important that heat transfer in the last work both for empty tube and for
tube were studied with heat transfer enhancement by twisted tape. For all
tests maximum heat flux density was in the point of tube perimeter closed
maximum to power source.

For all such experiments thick copper wall was favorable to regime of stable
boiling support in wide range of maximum wall inner surface temperature which
temperature difference determination used by for boiling curve representation. As
one can see from fig.8 at such conditions the boiling curve appears to be
practically monotonic extension of TBA boiling curve under Tw values
substantial exceeding Ta s .

From dwelled following conclusions may be made:

1.Under high subcoolings and not so high mass velocities boiling curve
dependence on the pressure at high heat flux densities isn't so strong.

2.At extremely high mass velocities together with high subcoolings a process
character changes and pressure dependence is enhanced again. Important
feature of boiling process under such conditions is more sharp heat flux
dependence on temperature difference AOWS and substantially more heat flux
densities than for previous regime and moreover it take place at the sameA0Ws-

3. So two types of intensive boiling may be divided which are named in this
work as "true boiling" (TBA) and "quasi-boiling" (QBA). The first is described by
some extension of traditional boiling curves and the second is some process
that is regarded with extremely high mass velocities and heat flux densities
and wasn't separate before.

4. At high mass velocities and subcoolings a sharp difference is absent
between nucleate and film boiling and wall temperature transition through Tas

value don't lead necessarily to sharp change of thermal regime.

Let consider briefly in conclusion CHF problem. For considered conditions the
crisis is determined by a capacity of the bulk flow to accumulate heat input
from the wall layer. At the same time certain restrictions exist for a



development of self-controlled processes in the wall layer itself even if the bulk
flow have unlimited possibility of heat accumulation. This concept provides
two possible scenarios of transition from the nucleate to the film boiling. The
first scenario corresponds to the case when flow core potentialities to heat
remove are exhausted. The second scenario can be realized if wall
temperature Tw achieves such a value when the potentiality of the surface
layer to remove heat from the surface is exhausted although that of bulk
flow is retained yet.

The different nature of these two alternative is as follows. In the first case
the crisis is accompanied by a substantial steam void fraction especially near
the wall. In the second case the crisis can occur at practically zero void
fraction. This important circumstance was analyzed by Gotovsky [7] and
Gotovsky & Zeigarnik [10]. In these references some experimental works are cited
where such results were obtained. It is very important to note that under the
second scenario the crisis in the conventional sense can be absent at all. It
manifest itself only through some change of the derivative dq/dTw value in the
course of X, increase, meanwhile, q(Tw) dependence retains a monotonic
character. Some examples of such the run of boiling curves were presented
above in fig.4 and fig.7.

In present time several most popular crisis models for high velocities and
subcoolings exist. These are "bubble crowding" model of Weisman & Pei [21],
model of wall layer evaporation (Lee & Mudavar [22], Celata [23]) and model of
wall superheated layer replenishment ( Katto, Celata [24]). But none of models
above-listed don't account one real specific feature of highly subcooled water
crisis - the fact of crisis occurrance at practically zero wall vapor quality. All of
it describe crisis initiation under first scenario conditions only. What concerns
Weisman & Pei model [21], then it ignore a possibility of crisis at the small wall
void fraction. In two others a vapor micro-volume existence near the wall is
regarded as its insulation although such an approach isn't in agreement with
real process mechanism for conditions considered. Heat transfer intensity on the
subcooled liquid core boundary takes the main significance. Turbulent flow
structure provided heat transfer level 2-2.5 more than for single phase flow
along a solid wall is formed in previous parts of the channel. This structure
can't disappear at once during small length vapor "blanket" formation. So such
"blanket" (if it occurs) will be condense at once by subcooled core. Crisis
development can be provided only under propagation of core heat transfer
decrease wave moving towards the flow. So such the model must describe a
dynamics of this process.

When trying to understand marked discrepancy between mentioned models and
real crisis mechanism it is necessary to note that all visual investigation of
wall boiling layer were performed at small heat flux densities in compare with
maximum achieved ( less than 8 MW/m2). In that region the effects illustrated in
fig.6-8 don't manifest itself in full measure.

The second scenario of heat transfer intensity drop may be considered as the
crisis if wall temperature increase as a result of direct wall heat transfer
intensity decrease is high enough. The fundamental difference between two
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described scenarios is such one that in the first case wall temperature will
increase may be not very fast but constantly, whereas in the second case it
can reach new stable (but may be high enough) level. As it mentioned above
one can find some examples of last case realization in fig.4, 7.
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